WEBB BRIDGE ROAD FROM BIG CREEK GREENWAY TO WEBB BRIDGE WAY PRIMARY VIEW

FIGURE 2. TYPICAL SECTION

ROADWAY & PEDESTRIAN FEATURES

- WIDE SIDEWALK ON EITHER SIDES OF WEBB BRIDGE ROAD
- 4' SINGLE DIRECTION BIKE Lanes ON BOTH SIDES OF WEBB BRIDGE ROAD
- PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING, BENCHES, AND TRASH RECEPTACLES AT EVEN SPACINGS ALONG THE CORRIDOR
- REDUCED IMPACTS ON SURROUNDING AREAS, EUT ALSO LIMITED LANDSCAPING OPPORTUNITIES
- TYPICAL ROADWAY DRAINAGE SYSTEM WILL COLLECT STORMWATER
- THE LANDSCAPING ALONG THE CORRIDOR CONSISTS OF NATIVE AND ADAPTIVE PLANTS. CANOPY TREES ARE SPACED EVENLY WITHIN THE DESIGNATED PLANTING AREAS. MASSEs OF SHRUBS AND GRASSES ARE PLACED WHERE MOST APPROPRIATE TO THE ROADWAY DESIGN
- GRAVITY WALLS WITH AESTHETIC FINISH TO BE USED AT CERTAIN LOCATIONS TO MINIMIZE RIGHT-OF-WAY IMPACTS

WEBB BRIDGE ROAD COMPLETE STREETS PROJECT

PREFERRED TYPICAL SECTION

SECONDARY VIEW
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